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PREFACE

On behalf of the World Federation of the Deaf (WFD) and its country members world-wide, I am pleased to write this Preface. This book of country name-signs is one that has been long-awaited. In meetings of WFD and other international gatherings of sign language users, knowing the correct name-sign for countries is very useful. It is expected that this will become a standard reference book at such events, as well as proving a useful tool for travellers, students of sign language and those simply interested in knowing how each country signs their own name.

WFD uses international sign at its meetings in order to ensure as many participants as possible can follow the dialogue taking place. However, WFD emphasises that national sign languages are the true languages of Deaf people, and international sign simply a tool for communication. As such, international sign should not be expected to take the place of national sign languages – nor should national sign languages be expected to change their sign-names for countries and use the signs in this book if they do not want to. Rather, this book should be used firstly to incorporate each country's own name-sign as a part of international sign communication; and secondly as a reference guide to know a country's name-sign for itself.

A third use for this book is for those countries whose national sign languages do not have name-signs for other countries in the world. These countries often ask WFD to teach them country name-signs. We hope this book will satisfy that thirst for knowledge. Whether to actually incorporate the name-signs included in this book into their national sign language is something that must be agreed upon on the country level, both by those countries that currently do not have name-signs for other countries, and those who do have name-signs but perhaps want to change to respect the culture of the other countries.

WFD is very grateful to the Japanese Federation of the Deaf (JFD), who made this publication possible. WFD also wants to thank JFD for donating a part of the profits from sales of the book to support WFD's activities. WFD extends thanks to researcher Mr Tomas Hedberg from the Swedish National Association of the Deaf, who has done a remarkable job in collecting the name-signs of different countries; and to Dr Yutaka Osugi of JFD for his punctual and precise editing.

And to all readers and students of sign languages we wish a fruitful and enjoyable communication experience!

Dr Liisa Kauppinen
WFD President, 1995-2003
COMMENTARY

Japan Institute for Sign Language Studies

Background: Concerning the Signs of country names, the trend within the international Deaf community is to try and use the Signs actually used and recognized by the national association of the Deaf in each country. For example, the Sign for “Japan”, recognized by the Japanese Federation of the Deaf (JFD), is now widely used by Deaf people throughout the world. The World Federation of the Deaf (WFD) also encourages this trend, although WFD also emphasises that national sign languages are true languages and must be respected – the final decision as to whether to incorporate a country’s sign into the national sign language must be made at the country level.

1999: Upon his attendance at international conferences of the Deaf, Eiichi Takada, board member of the World Federation of the Deaf, endeavored to interview Deaf representatives from different parts of the world to collect the correct Signs of country names. At the XIII World Congress of the World Federation of the Deaf held in Brisbane, Australia, Takashi Otsuki, a researcher at the Japan Institute for Sign Language Studies, completed this task of collecting the Signs of country names. Since then, the Japan Institute for Sign Language Studies took on the responsibility of verifying each of the Signs.

2002 April: The task of verifying and confirming the Sign for each country name was an enormous task involving the entire international Deaf community, and needed to be handled with much sensitivity. For this reason, General Secretary Carol-lea Aquiline of WFD recommended Mr. Tomas Hedberg of the Swedish National Association of the Deaf (Sveriges Devas Riksförbund), a specialist on Signs of country and local names, to act as a supervisor for compiling data for the book. The data on country and local names collected by Mr. Hedberg is based on the Signs created and used by local Deaf communities.

2002 June: The Japanese version of the book was published by JFD, containing Signs of 140 country and region names.

2002 July: The Board of JFD decided to transfer the rights to publish an English Version of the book on “Signs of Country Names” to WFD in the hope that this would contribute to the development of the international Deaf community.

2003 spring: In order for the English version of the book to be rightfully called a WFD publication, it was essential to have the Signs of country names approved by the relevant member countries. Of the 140 countries and regions included in the Book, JFD contacted the 112 WFD member countries that are included in this book to request them to check for any errors in the illustrations. Replies were received from 58 countries, enabling JFD to make the necessary corrections to the illustrations. It was not possible to reach the remaining 12 WFD member countries to determine their country signs for inclusion in this book. It is hoped they will be included in future editions.

2003 July: The English version is published by WFD.

Please be reminded that not all WFD member countries are included in the book. Moreover, the names of the countries used in the book are not their official United Nations names which WFD usually uses, but names which are used popularly in daily life. The regional division of the world follows the example of the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Also, due to editorial reasons, Puerto Rico, Guadeloupe, New Caledonia, Martinique, Reunion, and Guyana are placed not under their geographic district, but under the district of the country to which they belong.
Description of movement symbols

← vertical or horizontal movement
←← forward or backward movement
←← repeated movement
←← order of movement
←← waving movement
Viet Nam B

Cambodia

Australia

Singapore
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faeroe Islands</td>
<td>66-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary A</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Monaco A

Monaco B

Yugoslavia

(NB: As of 4 February 2003, the country is re-named Union of Serbia and Montenegro. It is not yet known if this name-sign is therefore now obsolete.)

Serbia